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                                            Winter Wonderland Train Show 

                                                        Candy Factory 

                                                        Manassas, VA 

                                                                2014 

 

The Center for the Arts, aka the Candy Factory, was once again the site for the  

annual train show benefiting  the SERVE charitable organization. A voluntary  

donation of canned/boxed food or $$$ is the typical admission with the proceeds  

used for the needy in the greater Manassas area. The 

show was advertised on The City of Manassas  

website and their new electronic sign boards located  

beside every major thoroughfare in the city.  The  

Candy Factory website also advertised the show.  

Sandwich boards were placed in front of the  

Building,  the train station across the street and at  

the intersection of Route 28 and Battle St. The 

advertising seemed to pay dividends. Attendance  

was up from last year. 2201 folks made the effort to view our layouts. We did  

schedule the show to coincide with the VRE Santa Express trains arriving and 

departing from the Manassas train station across the street from the Candy  

Factory. Four trains were scheduled on Dec 13th. 

  

As usual the show featured both Standard Gauge and O Gauge layouts. 

 

Standard Gauge: A 26 X 8 foot tabletop three loop layout was provided by Clem  

Clement. The track, trains. conversation and operating time all provided by Clem.  

Clem sets up all the track and the Serve folks decorate the layout with buildings  

and lights that belong to the Manassas City recreation dept. 
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O Gauge: This year a 28 X 36 foot multiple level design was featured using the  

Wye Tees. The design produced 4 operational loops all fully functional.  

Loop 1 (120 feet), Loop 2 (218 feet), Loop 3 (218 feet), Loop 4 (88 feet). Modules  

were lowered using shorter legs and the PVC lifters that we successfully used  

last year and at York. The track height on the lowered modules was 32 inches.  

Eight modules were at this height with the track climbing to our 40 inch level via  

two long grades. The lower modules did not present a problem as far as hands  

interfering with trains. We had one minor incident. Trains were out of site at times 

on the lowered modules, but a good smoking engine made a difference. 

 

A special thanks go to assistant Trackmasters Bill Creech and Bear Bailey for all  

their help during the setup and operationally during the show. The technical  

support by Steve Kehn and Justin Krause proved invaluable and was appreciated  

by all. Support from all members was outstanding, especially from Frank Hale. 

 

Once again crowd pleasers were Frank’s M&M dispenser and the appearance  

Of Santa Claus (Bear Bailey).  

 

 

                                   .  

 

 

 

 

Technical Issues:  

1. The tether cord for the programming track is broken. The plastic clip 

that holds the cord in place when it is inserted into the remote is 

broken off. A replacement cord is needed.  
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2. The TIU Channel 3 (Middle Loop) had issues similar to the problems 

encountered at the Enchanted Forest show. With the input at 20 volts 

the output varies. Maybe 20 volts or 8 volts. The bad channel was 

bypassed temporarily on Friday. Saturday AM we replaced the TIU 

with the clubs backup TIU. The bad TIU is the new one recently 

purchased from MTH. It needs repaired! 

 

 

Food: This year’s repast was outstanding once again thanks to Justin Krause,  

Clem Clement, Bob Easton, John and Jake. Bear Bailey, Joe Lo Casio and a host  

of other contributors, No one was disappointed.  

 

The Mayor’s office {City of Manassas) presented the National Capital Trackers a  

Certificate of Appreciation for our support of the Winter Wonderland Train Show.  

The Vice Mayor made the presentation since the Mayor was on travel.  

 

                           
 

Another nice surprise was MTH advertising the show on their Facebook page and  

encouraging  people to come out and see our layout. Again thanks go to all of the 

members that participated and made the show a success, I also want to thank the  

members that made the effort to stop by and run some trains even though they  

were not in the show, Extra hands setting up and tearing down is always a plus. 

 

Sunday afternoon could have been a disaster (show is on the third floor) when  

the elevator malfunctioned.  The problem didn’t deter the public and we did have  

backup plan for taking the layout apart, but the repairman arrived in time.  

 

All in all a great show  
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Track Master  

Regis Harkins 

 

  


